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THE NEW CAT® 12M3 
MAKES THE GRADE

The new Cat® 12M3 motor grader and its all-wheel-drive (AWD) 
counterpart not only meet EPA Tier 4 Final emission standards, 
but also provide improved fuel efficiency and operator comfort.

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE 
Electronic joysticks reduce hand and arm movements by 
78 percent to help reduce operator fatigue and enhance 
productivity. The cab features a more comfortable seat with 
heated and ventilated options, as well as several convenient 
new storage bins.

800.342.7002
Altoona    Atlantic    Fort Dodge    Mason City    Postville    Sheldon    Sioux City

M SERIES 3 MOTOR GRADERS 12M3 12M3 AWD
Engine Cat C9.3 ACERT™ Cat C9.3 ACERT™

Operating Weight (typically equipped) 42,647 lb 44,614 lb

Base Power (First Gear) – Net 179 hp 179 hp

Emissions Tier 4 Final Tier 4 Final

Maximum Torque 840 lb ft (VHP Plus) 920 lb ft (AWD on)

Top Speed 29 mph 29 mph

FUEL EFFICIENCY AND EMISSIONS REDUCTION 
The 12M3 motor grader meets Tier 4 Final standards using 
emissions reduction technology that requires no interaction 
by operators. Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) utilizes 
diesel exhaust fluid (DEF), which can be conveniently filled 
from ground level while machines are fueled.

New standard economy mode (ECO) saves fuel — an average 
of 10 percent — by reducing engine speed, so that machines 
work in a more efficient range.

Contact Ziegler CAT today to learn 
more about the benefits of adding the 
new, fuel-efficient Cat 12M3 motor 
grader to your fleet.

www.zieglercat.com
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Conservation in Iowa By: Chad Graeve
Natural Resources Specialist,
Pottawattamie County Conservation

Did you know that Iowa has the dubious ranking of being 
the least natural state?  Prior to settlement, 85% of the state 
was tallgrass prairie and the balance was healthy woodlands 
and wetlands.  Today, less than 0.01% of our tallgrass prairie 
remains.  Iowa also has the smallest percentage of publicly 
owned land.  These two discouraging rankings mean that Iowans 
have relatively few outdoor recreational opportunities and are 
plagued with poor water quality.  What a discouraging way to 
begin an article…

Allow me to pose a different question.  Did you know that Iowa 
has a unique system in which every county has a conservation 
department governed by local people?  In each county in this 
state, the Board of Supervisors appoints volunteer board mem-
bers to oversee and manage the county parks and preserves.  
This volunteer board oversees the operations carried out by 
professional staff and talented volunteers responsible for caring 
for Iowa’s remaining natural areas and providing local outdoor 
recreation opportunities to visitors and residents of the county.  
No other state in the nation can boast such a local approach to 
conservation.  As of the most recent tally (2012 data) the county 
conservation boards in 99 counties in Iowa collectively manage 
190,000 acres on more than 1,800 areas. Iowa’s county parks 
serve 24 million visitors who spend $850 million annually.  

As an employee of the Pottawattamie County Conservation 
Board for the past 18 years, I’ve come to realize many benefits 
of the county conservation system.  First, I have the privilege 
of working directly with our natural areas.  As a steward I am 

responsible for helping heal our few remaining prairies and 
woodlands.  This entails controlling invasive species, conduct-
ing prescribed burns (as seen on the cover), harvesting and 
planting seed, maintaining trails and fences, and sweating – a 
lot.  Second, I have the opportunity to share these wonderful 
areas with visitors and to help them appreciate the significance 
and value of these natural areas in today’s society.  I find it very 
rewarding to help people connect with their natural environ-
ment.  Contemporary society has become very disconnected 
and seems consumed by the artificial world.  I am encouraged 
every time I witness a visitor rediscover the wonder of our 
natural environment. Finally, I’m employed by an entity that 
is less encumbered by the bureaucratic nonsense that plagues 
many larger organizations.  This means that the financial 
resources and personal energy available to do the work actu-
ally reach the ground.  We’re able to have a truly meaningful 
impact and make real progress towards healing natural areas 
and providing rewarding recreational opportunities for our 
citizens and visitors.  I’ve noticed over the years that many of 
my co-workers are home grown and have a deep commitment 
to the local community.  They are highly motivated to provide 
quality services to our visitors and to leave the natural areas in 
better condition than we inherited.  

The next time you have a few hours to spare, encourage your 
family to help us celebrate our 60th year of county parks in Iowa 
by discovering your local county park and learning for yourself 
about the valuable work being done in your county.  
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about the cover
By: Rachel Bennett
ISAC Communications and
Marketing Manager

Chad agreed to write an article to accompany the amazing 
cover photo of which he is the subject. I wanted to make sure 
that readers got a chance to know a little more about the man 
behind the helmet in addition to his passion for conservation, 
so I asked Chad the following questions. 

When did you begin firefighting and why? I began working 
with prescribed fire in 1996 as I realized that fire is an important 
part of natural areas in Iowa.  My first out-of-state firefighting 
experience was in 2000 with six other Iowans – several of whom 
were employed by county conservation boards.  I learned very 
quickly that firefighting helps develop important skills that 
benefit prescribed fire practitioners.  Our fire program here at 
home has benefitted immensely from the out-of-state experi-
ences that I and other colleagues have had.

Is your firefighting volunteer or part of your job descrip-
tion? Out-of-state firefighting is something I do on vacation (I 
get paid for it by the federal government.) and is not part of my 
job with the county.  As a county employee I do assist local fire 
departments with fire suppression when requested.

What was the fire in Montana and what did it entail? This 
year’s fire assignment in Montana was with a 20 person crew 
(16 from Missouri and four from Iowa). We worked on two fires 
(Wildhorse Point and Morrell Complex), and had exciting roles 
on each fire.  Our crew was responsible for cutting handline to 
halt the spread of the fire, installing hoselays to deliver water 
to the fire, working with helicopters and air tankers to deliver 
water and retardant to the fire edge, and assisting with burn-
out operations to consume fuel between the main fire and the 

control lines.  Neither fire was very large, 
which meant that the number of resources 
committed to the fires were small. This 
increased the importance of the role our crew played.  

What is your biggest accomplishment in your career as a 
firefighter? I’m not sure I’ve really had a ‘big accomplishment’ 
but I am very grateful for the opportunity to learn from so many 
talented fire practitioners, and I find the most rewarding part 
of my job is being able to do good things for the land.  Fire 
is a small part of my job, but one critical component on the 
landscape. I appreciate the experiences I’ve had and the les-
sons I’ve learned.  I’ve seen some amazing country out west, 
and I’ve been privileged to be a part of a healing process on 
the land here at home.   

A little background on question 3. When Chad turned in his ar-
ticle to me he mentioned that he had just returned from fighting 
a fire in Montana for 20 days. I will also add that he turned in 
his article three days prior to the deadline, AND he apologized 
for the haste in which it was written. I found that email to be a 
humbling one. Thank you, Chad, and all of you who put your 
health at risk to keep the rest of us out of harm’s way. Stay safe. 

About the Cover
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legal briefs
Seven Significant Supreme Court 
Cases for Local Governments

By: Lisa Sorenen
State and Local Legal Center (SLLC),
Washington, D.C.

That same-sex couples have a constitutional right to marry and 
the Affordable Care Act remains intact will forever outshine 
every other decision from this Supreme Court term. But local 
governments will ignore the rest of this term at their peril. The 
Court issued many decisions affecting local governments—
most of which had unfavorable outcomes. From upsetting sign 
codes to allowing disparate treatment claims under the Fair 
Housing Act this is a term for local governments to remember 
too. Below is a summary of the top seven cases.

Content-Based Sign Codes Unconstitutional
In Reed v. Town of Gilbert the Court held unanimously that 
Gilbert’s Sign Code, which treated various categories of signs 
differently based on the information they convey, violates the 
First Amendment. 

Gilbert’s Sign Code treated temporary directional signs less 
favorably (in terms of size, location, duration, etc.) than political 
signs and ideological signs.

Content-based laws are only constitutional if they pass strict 
scrutiny—that is, if they are narrowly tailored to serve a com-
pelling government interest. 

While the SLLC argued in its amicus brief that Gilbert’s sign 
categories are based on function, the Court concluded they are 
based on content. 

Gilbert’s Sign Code failed strict scrutiny because its two as-
serted compelling interests—preserving aesthetic and traffic 
safety—were “hopelessly underinclusive.” Temporary direc-
tional signs are “no greater an eyesore” and pose no greater 
threat to public safety than ideological or political signs. 

Many, if not most communities, like Gilbert, regulate some 
categories of signs in a way the Supreme Court has defined 
as content-based. Communities will need to change these 
ordinances.  

Hotel Registry Searches Need Subpoenas   
In City of Los Angeles v. Patel the Court held 5-4 that a Los 
Angeles ordinance requiring hotel and motel operators to make 
their guest registries available for police inspection without at 
least a subpoena violates the Fourth Amendment. 

The purpose of hotel registry ordinances is to deter crime—drug 
dealing, prostitution, and human trafficking—on the theory 

that criminals will not commit crimes in hotels if they have to 
provide identifying information.  

According to the Court, searches permitted by the City’s 
ordinance are done to ensure compliance with recordkeeping 
requirements. While such administrative searches do not require 
warrants, they do require “precompliance review before a neu-
tral decisionmaker.” Absent at least a subpoena, “the ordinance 
creates an intolerable risk that searches authorized by it will 
exceed statutory limits, or be used as a pretext to harass hotel 
operators and their guests.”

In dissent, Justice Scalia cited the SLLC’s amicus brief, which 
notes that local governments in at least 41 states have adopted 
similar ordinances. Eight states also have hotel registry statutes:  
Indiana, Florida, Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, New 
Jersey, Wisconsin, and the District of Columbia.

It is likely following this decision that other record inspections 
done by governments outside the hotel registry context will 
also require subpoenas.

Fair Housing Act Disparate Impact Claims Recognized 
In Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs v. 
Inclusive Communities Project the Court held 5-4 that disparate-
impact claims may be brought under the Fair Housing Act (FHA). 

In a disparate-impact case a plaintiff is claiming that a par-
ticular practice isn’t intentionally discriminatory but instead 
has a disproportionately adverse impact on a particular group.   

The Inclusive Communities Project claimed the Texas hous-
ing department’s selection criteria for federal low-income tax 
credits in Dallas had a disparate impact on minorities.

In prior cases the Court held that disparate-impact claims are 
possible under Title VII (prohibiting race, etc. discrimination in 
employment) and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act 
relying on the statutes’  “otherwise adversely affect” language. 
The FHA uses similar language—“otherwise make unavail-
able”—in prohibiting race, etc. discrimination in housing.

This decision more or less continues the status quo for local 
governments. Nine federal circuit courts of appeals had previ-
ously reached the same conclusion. But, Justice Kennedy’s 
majority opinion contains a number of limits on when and how 
disparate impact housing claims may be brought.
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Reasons for Cell Tower Denials Must Be in Writing
In T-Mobile South v. City of Roswell the Court held 6-3 that the 
Telecommunications Act (TCA) requires local governments 
to provide reasons when denying an application to build a cell 
phone tower.  

The reasons do not have to be stated in the denial letter but 
must be articulated “with sufficient clarity in some other written 
record issued essentially contemporaneously with the denial,” 
which can include council meeting minutes.   

The TCA requires that a local government’s decision denying 
a cell tower construction permit be “in writing and supported 
by substantial evidence contained in a written record.”  

Local governments must provide reasons for why they are 
denying a cell tower application so that courts can determine 
whether the denial was supported by substantial evidence. 
Council meeting minutes are sufficient. But, because wireless 
providers have only 30 days after a denial to sue, minutes must 
be issued at the same time as the denial. 

Following this decision, local governments should not issue 
any written denial of a wireless siting application until they 
(1) set forth the reasons for the denial in that written decision, 
or (2) make available to the wireless provider the final council 
meeting minutes or transcript of the meeting.

No Dog Sniffs after Traffic Stops
In a 6-3 decision in Rodriguez v. United States the Court held 
that a dog sniff conducted after a completed traffic stop violates 
the Fourth Amendment. 

In Illinois v. Caballes the Court upheld a suspicionless dog 
search conducted during a lawful traffic stop stating that a 
seizure for a traffic stop “become[s] unlawful if it is prolonged 
beyond the time reasonably required to complete th[e] mission” 
of issuing a ticket for the violation. Officers may lengthen stops 
to make sure vehicles are operating safely or for an officer’s 
safety. A dog sniff, however, is aimed at discovering illegal 
drugs not at officer or highway safety.

In dissent, Justice Alito suggests savvy police officers can skirt 
the Court’s ruling by learning “the prescribed sequence of 
events even if they cannot fathom the reason for that require-
ment.”

Objectively Unreasonable is the Standard for Pretrial De-
tainee Excessive Force Claims 
In Kingsley v. Hendrickson the Court held 5-4 that to prove 
an excessive force claim a pretrial detainee must show that 
the officer’s force was objectively unreasonable, rejecting the 
subjectively unreasonable standard that is more deferential to 
law enforcement. 

Pretrial detainee Michael Kingsley claimed officers used ex-
cessive force in transferring him between jail cells to remove 
a piece of paper covering a light fixture that Kingsley refused 
to remove.  

The objective standard applies to excessive force claims brought 
by pretrial detainees because in a previous case involving 
prison conditions affecting pretrial detainees, the Court used 
the objective standard to evaluate a prison’s practice of double 
bunking. And the objective standard applies to those who, like 
Kingsley, have been accused but not convicted of a crime, but 
who unlike Kingsley are free on bail.  

A standard more deferential to law enforcement applies to post-
conviction detainees, who are housed with pretrial detainees, 
making this ruling difficult for jails to comply with. Following 
this decision it will be easier for pretrial detainees to bring 
successful excessive force claims against corrections officers. 

Tax on Internet Purchases
In Direct Marketing Association v. Brohl Justice Kennedy wrote 
a concurring opinion stating that the “legal system should find 
an appropriate case for this Court to reexamine Quill.”

In 1992 in Quill Corp. v. North Dakota the Court held that states 
cannot require retailers with no in-state physical presence to 
collect use tax. 

To improve tax collection, Colorado began requiring remote 
sellers to inform Colorado purchasers annually of their purchas-
es and send the same information to the Colorado Department 
of Revenue. The Direct Marketing Association sued Colorado 
in federal court claiming that the notice and reporting require-
ments are unconstitutional under Quill.  

The question the Court decided was whether this case could be 
heard in federal court (as opposed to state court). The Court held 
yes unanimously. This case is significant for local governments 
because the Court’s most influential Justice expressed skepti-
cism about whether Quill should remain the law of the land.   
 
Conclusion
While this article ends on a high note, overall, this Supreme 
Court term will require many, if not most, local governments 
to make some changes to keep in compliance with the law. 
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Capitol comments
By: Lucas Beenken
ISAC Public Policy Specialist

Trust in Local Government

I was recently re-reading the results of a 2014 Gallup poll that 
found 72% of Americans had a “great deal” or “fair amount” 
of trust in their local government. This was the high mark 
for the different levels and branches of government, and has 
remained largely consistent over the last 40 years. State gov-
ernment received one of the two ratings of trust from 62% of 
respondents, and represents a recovery from a four-decade low 
of 51% in 2010. Respondents had a great deal or fair amount of 
trust in the federal government on international issues (43%) 
and domestic issues (40%) at much lower rates. When asked 
the same question about the three branches of government, the 
responses varied greatly across the judicial (61%), executive 
(43%), and legislative (28%) branches. Like state government, 
the executive and legislative branches of the federal govern-
ment were not nearly as consistent as local government in the 
trust ratings. The executive branch saw spikes in 2003, 2009, 
and 2012, while the legislative branch has been declining since 
2003. All of these poll results led me to think about why local 
government would score significantly higher than state gov-
ernment and federal government and why it was much more 
consistent. While local government in this particular survey is 
broader and it was a national survey, below are a few observa-
tions I’ve made about county government in Iowa that would 
lend themselves to the results.

First, I believe county elected and appointed officials are 
competent, caring, and engaged. They are making decisions 
for their own community and they know the issues better than 
almost anyone. They want to do what’s best for their county, 
because they are acting on behalf of their family, friends, and 
neighbors in a way much different than federal or even state 
level decision makers. In seeing the large number of county 
officials that attend conferences, webinars, and meetings held 
by ISAC, NACo, their affiliate, or other organizations, I can 
tell how much they care about learning how to better serve their 
constituents, and I’m sure those constituents can see it within 
their county as well.

Second, those friends, neighbors, and family members get to 
see and speak to county officials in a much different way. Con-
stituents are going to trust their government more when they 
can see the elected and appointed officials in the communities, 

whether it’s at the grocery store, at the high 
school football game, or in their office that 
is always accessible to the public. It’s also 
a lot easier to call up your county supervisor than your Con-
gressperson, as one example, and you would get to talk directly 
to them immediately. Knowing the person representing you (and 
perhaps having known them your whole life) provides a level 
of trust in the business being done on your behalf.

Third, county government in Iowa is far less political than 
state and especially federal government. While the higher 
levels of government continue to become more politicized 
and polarized, county government remains, for the most part, 
more about working together to serve constituents and finding 
solutions than about the next election. Of course five offices 
and the board of supervisors are chosen in partisan elections, 
many county officials (elected or appointed) are involved in 
their party’s central committee or help on various campaigns, 
and perhaps their work is guided by their political beliefs, but 
the point remains that the top priority is working on behalf of 
the citizens and in the best interest of the county.

Fourth, constituents can see their local government at work. 
Whether that’s receiving services directly like registering to 
vote, renewing their vehicle registration, or receiving a vaccine 
from a public health nurse. Or it could be seeing what their tax 
dollars are being spent on, like a re-surfaced road, a sheriff’s 
deputy patrolling late at night, or a county trail system. While 
you’re certainly well aware that not every citizen will appre-
ciate every decision you make or every dollar you spend, the 
openness and honesty with which you do it lends itself to the 
trust of the overwhelming majority.

In closing I want to offer praise for the work that you do. While 
the poll discussed was national and not specific to counties in 
Iowa, I have no doubt your constituents trust you as much if not 
more than the results discussed. You should feel proud to have 
that level of confidence from those that you serve. Continue to 
show them your passion for your work, your smiling face and 
willingness to help them, your diligent care of their tax dollars, 
and your desire to make your county better through your service.
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Continues on next page.

By: Robin Harlow
ISAC Innovation and
Research Manager

National Cyber Security 
Awareness Month

Every year the President of the United States designates the 
month of October as the National Cyber Security Awareness 
Month (NCSAM). The goal is to engage and educate both 
the public and private sectors on cyber security.  Raising the 
awareness of cyber security is beneficial because it makes us as 
a nation more prepared for cyber attacks.  As the past 12 months 
have demonstrated, these attacks are not only increasing, but 
increasing at an alarming rate. 

So where do you start and what can you do? The Department 
of Homeland Security (DHS) has setup a website at http://
www.dhs.gov/national-cyber-security-awareness-month. Take 
a few moments now and visit the site. DHS lays out by week 
the various activities and initiatives for the month.

The first week of October they will focus on Stop.Think.
Connect. The Stop.Think.Connect website (http://www.stop-
thinkconnect.org/) has a wealth of information and resources 
available for download. It even has a partner program that will 
allow you to incorporate their materials into your website for 
general distribution to your county citizens.  This link (http://
www.stopthinkconnect.org/resources/ ) will take you directly 
to the Stop.Think.Connect. free material.

The banner at the top of the page will take you to the Stay Safe 
Online website where you can become a NCSAM Champion. 
Becoming a champion will open up additional access to cyber 
security tips and best practices. The link to the website is: 
https://www.staysafeonline.org/ncsam/champions. 

Here is summary of the remaining weeks of their program:
Week 2 (October 5-9): Creating a Culture of Cybersecurity 
at Work: Highlights the common threats to which businesses 
and employees are exposed and provides resources to staying 
safer online and enhancing their existing security plans.

Week 3 (October 12-16): Connected Communities: Staying 
Protected While Always Connected: Emphasizes the impor-
tance of protecting ourselves when connecting to the Internet 
while on the go. Provides best practices for using mobile devices 
and social media, and encourages us to become better digital 
citizens in our communities.

Week 4 (October 19-23): Your Evolving Digital Life: High-
lights the “smart world” in which we live and the importance 
of educating all citizens on cyber security as more and more 
of the devices we use – from phones and tablets to homes and 

medical devices – become connected to 
the Internet. Provides a current snapshot 
of technology and where we envision 
technology taking us in the future.

Week 5 (October 26-30): Building the Next Generation of 
Cyber Professionals: Looks to the future of the cyber security 
workforce, focusing on cyber security education and awareness 
in schools at all levels, and emphasizing the need for properly 
trained cyber security professionals.

Cyber-Tip Links for Cyber Month
There are several websites that will provide you with daily 
tips about cyber security of which you should take advantage. 
Here are a few:

Multi-State Information Sharing and Analysis Center’s “To-
day’s Daily Cyber Security Tips”: https://msisac.cisecurity.
org/daily-tips/ 

SANS Security Awareness Tip of The Day: https://www.sans.
org/tip_of_the_day.php 

You can take the material (there is more than enough free 
material) from the Stop.Think.Connect. site (http://www.
stopthinkconnect.org/resources/) and build your own tips of 
the day program.  

Good cyber security practices are set in a foundation that in-
cludes assessing, educating, and remedying. Because the bad 
guys keep evolving, we need to keep evolving.  Only through 
building the above cycle into our personal and work practices 
will we be able to maintain our defenses. 

Cyber Risk Assessments
All counties, regardless of resources, should have a cyber risk 
assessment performed, and once performed, updated on an 
annual basis.  From a HIPAA standpoint alone, if you are not 
performing or updating your assessments on an annual basis, 
you will not be compliant.

Whether you have internal IT resources or you hire an outside 
party, county management should request that this assessment 
take place to make sure that you are properly managing your 
risks. At the end of the day, it won’t be the outside party that 
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will be held accountable for a lapse in security, but county 
management. 

Comprehensive cyber risk assessment tool should cover the 
following areas:
• Security Policy
• Security Organization
• Information Asset Classification
• Personnel Security
• Physical and Environmental Security
• Communications and Operations Management
• Access Control
• Systems Development and Maintenance
• Business Continuity Management
• Compliance
• Privacy

The self-guided tools should offer assistance or information that 
will assist you in completing the risk assessment. 

I’m going to briefly describe three assessment tools that are free 
from government websites or available through your member-
ship in other organizations:

ICAP eRISK Hub: For those counties that participate in the 
Iowa Communities Assurance Pool (ICAP), you have access to 
the eRISK Hub portal at https://eriskhub.com/icap . You must 
be an ICAP member and you will need to register on the portal. 
Once registered you’ll get access to tools that will assist in 
preventing breaches (risk manager tools), managing breaches, 
cyber coverages (that are provided by ICAP), and a cyber 
news feed. The site provides at least four different assessment 
tools: Data Breach Response Preparedness Self-Assessment; 
Expanded eRisk Self-Assessment; Quick eRisk Assessment; 
and Security Scorecard.  

While in the ICAP eRisk portal take a look around.  The site 
is very comprehensive with too many cyber tools to mention 
in this article. 

Cyber Security Assessment For Everyone (CySAFE): This 
tool can be obtain by registering at www.g2gmarket.com. This 
site is provided to distribute the tool free to the county govern-
ments. The tool works in three steps:

Step One: Perform the assessment. The assessment consists 
of 36 security controls across three key factors (cost, time, 
risk) on a rating scale of 0-5 and will take approximately 60 
minutes to complete.

Step Two: Review your results. CySAFE will score each se-
curity control and then list the results from highest to lowest 
priority. This will help you prioritize which security project 
you need to work on next. 

Step Three: Create a Plan. After the results have been reviewed 
and analyzed, your county will be able to create a plan of action 
to improve their IT security environment.

Security Risk Assessment Tool (SRA): The Office of the Na-
tional Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) 
in collaboration with the HHS Office for Civil Rights (OCR) 
and the HHS Office of the General Counsel (OGC), developed 
a downloadable Security Risk Assessment Tool (SRA Tool) 
to help guide you through the process. This tool is HIPAA-
centered and can be downloaded at: http://www.healthit.gov/
providers-professionals/security-risk-assessment. 

When completing the SRA, the user has access to reports 
(charts, pdf, or excel), glossary of terms, navigator (jump to the 
various sections), and related information (Things to Consider, 
Threats and vulnerabilities, and examples of safeguards).
The tools appears to be pretty straight forward and plain Eng-
lish. The intended audience for this tool is the staff member 
who may have others duties not related to IT. 

The nice thing about this tool is that the assessment references 
the actual HIPAA code sections that are in turn connected di-
rectly to your Privacy and Security Policy Manual.  For those 
that have HIPAA teams the program allows you to install the 
SRA on a server which can be access by the team members 
for updating. 

A final word of caution: Most of the assessment tools will 
come with a disclaimer that the information they provide are 
informational in nature and does not guarantee compliance 
with federal, state or local laws. So in other words, you still 
must have a level of understanding, but you must still do the 
leg work once the assessment is complete. Risk assessment 
tools must be viewed as a means to an end, not an end in itself.

Lastly, all links in this article along with additional details and 
links are available on the ISAC website: http://www.iowacoun-
ties.org/programs/costar/helpful-resources/. 
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By: Beth Manley
ISAC Compliance Officer

Welcome, Beth

My name is Beth Manley, and I joined ISAC on August 4 
as their new Compliance Officer. I graduated from Saint 
Louis University School of Law in December and also got a 
Concentration in Health Law.  I am currently working on my 
final project for my MS in Health Outcomes Research and 
Evaluation Sciences degree.  My project is measuring whether 
access to autism care has increased in Missouri since Missouri 
implemented a mandate that group insurers cover autism care 
in 2011.  I graduated from Drake University in 2011 with a BS 
in Health Services Management and a BA in Law, Politics and 
Society.  I was also a member of their track team.  My main 
event was the 400 meter dash, but I also ran many other events 
during my time there.  I am excited to be back in Des Moines, 
and I hope to get involved with the Drake Relays again!   

Throughout law school, I worked for the Missouri Department 
of Insurance as a law clerk in their life and health department.  
The majority of work I did was evaluating health insurance 
policies for compliance with state law.  After I graduated 
in December, I worked as a Compliance Analyst for 

Centene Corporation, a Managed Care 
Organization.  I enjoyed my time in St. 
Louis but I wanted to move closer to 
home and am very excited about my new position with ISAC 
in Des Moines.  I am very passionate about health law and 
hope to be a helpful asset for ISAC’s new HIPAA Program.

As for my personal life, I grew up in Council Bluffs, Iowa.  I 
recently got married, and I am still getting used to my name 
change.  Sometimes I still introduce myself with my maiden 
name, but I usually correct myself after I say it.  I enjoy 
reading novels and watching Hallmark movies.  I’m trying to 
get back into running so I can participate in the road race at 
Drake Relays.  

I’m excited to be a member of the ISAC team.  I look forward 
to working with everyone at ISAC and each of the counties.  
Please reach out to me if you have any questions or just want 
to say hi.  You can reach me at 515.369.7005 or bmanley@
iowcounties.org.      
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By: Brynn Krekel
ISAC Receptionist/
Administrative Assistant

ISAC brief
Welcome, Brynn

Hello everyone! My name is Brynn Krekel and I have recently 
joined the ISAC team as the receptionist/administrative assis-
tant. I am beyond thrilled to be joining such a fun, hardworking 
and energetic team! Moving forward I am eager to start helping 
out in any way possible that will aid in the improvements for 
Iowa and all 99 of its counties. My main goal here at ISAC to 
make a difference, and I am very grateful to have been given 
the opportunity to do just that.

Although I was not born in Iowa, I have spent the last 16 
years of my life proudly calling Burlington my hometown. 
My family is absolutely everything to me in this world and I 
would not be where I am today without their endless love and 
support. Growing up I was involved in numerous sports such as 
basketball, softball, soccer, track and cheerleading - Go Gray-
hounds! Whether it has been the friends that I have made, and 
still have, or the traveling, playing sports has given me many 
joys throughout the years. Staying in shape and being active is 
one of my favorite hobbies. Other hobbies that I enjoy include 
spending time with family and friends, trying new foods, seeing 
new movies, traveling, and playing with puppies. 

I have recently moved to Des Moines from Iowa City where I 
attained a BA in Sports Studies and a minor in Communications 
Studies from the University of Iowa. Throughout my time at the 
University I participated in many different amazing opportuni-

ties. In the summer of 2012 I was selected 
for an internship with the Chicago White 
Sox baseball organization where I was a 
supervisor of game operations. Every day I met new people and 
encountered new experiences which happen to be two things 
that I absolutely love having the chance to do. Last summer, 
May through August of 2014, I lived in Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan, where I worked with a non-profit foundation as an event 
specialist called Will Play For Food. The foundation’s purpose 
is to help feed children across America and I was incredibly 
fortunate to be a small part of seeing that vision through. It 
was truly a surreal experience and I believe that it has led me 
to where I am today here at ISAC where my yearning to help 
make a difference continues.

In the months to follow, I am most looking forward to ISAC’s 
2015 Fall School taking place in November. I am beyond 
excited to get involved with as many people as I can in order 
to help get the following year off and running on the best foot 
possible. Although there are many different aspects of the 
conference that I am very much looking forward to, I am most 
excited to potentially listen to any of the 2016 presidential 
candidates at the forum. If any of the candidates do attend and 
speak, it will be history in the making and I most certainly plan 
to be a part of it. For those of you attending, I very much am 
looking forward to meeting you all!
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counties in the spotlight
County Courthouse Blueprints

This story was first published in the Pipestone County Star. 

County officials in Winneshiek County, Iowa were reviewing 
blueprints for their courthouse recently as part of a renovation 
project when they discovered a roll of blueprints that didn’t 
belong. A closer look revealed the name ‘Pipestone’ and ‘Pass 
& Schippel’ on the designs.
 
So Dean Thompson, a Winneshiek County supervisor, looked 
up the Pipestone County Courthouse online, saw that it matched 
the blueprints, and contacted Sharon Hanson, Pipestone County 
administrator, to see if the county was interested in the designs.
  
The county was interested and the blueprints arrived this month 
back in Pipestone County - perhaps for the first time in over 
100 years.
 
Architect George Pass of Pass & Schippel out of Mankato cre-
ated the original blueprints for the Pipestone County Courthouse 
in 1899. Construction of the courthouse was completed in 1902 
and what happened to the blueprints had been unknown.
 
Hanson said that as far as anyone at the courthouse knows, 
the county has never had an original set of blueprints. A new 
set was created during the 1996 renovation work, but those 
blueprints are far less detailed as they do not include informa-
tion about the footings and other details not observable by the 
architects at that time.
 

By: Kyle Kuphal
Community News Reporter, Pipestone County Star

Hanson said the county will likely make digital copies of the 
blueprints and give a set to the Pipestone County Historical 
Society. In addition to the historical value of the blueprints, 
Hanson said they will be useful for contractors making updates 
or repairs to the courthouse.
 
The county might also frame a copy of the drawing of the north 
face of the courthouse and display it somewhere in the building 
for public viewing.
 
As far as an explanation of how the blueprints of the Pipestone 
County Courthouse ended up in Iowa, “That’s a mystery,” 
Thompson said.
 
The Winneshiek County Courthouse had a different architect 
and contractor than the Pipestone County Courthouse. Hanson 
and Thompson speculated that the architects might have shared 
or borrowed design elements and that perhaps that is how the 
blueprints ended up in Iowa. But while the two buildings are 
essentially square, stone structures topped with domes, the 
similarities are not sufficient to say one looks like the other. 
 
Whatever the case, the plans are back where they belong. 
 
“I think it was great that this county supervisor took the initia-
tive to contact Pipestone County and knew the value of these 
plans,” Hanson said. “We’re grateful to have them.”
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miscellaneous
By: Dave Kubik
Dubuque County Assessor

Come on in, the water’s fine!

Starting a Facebook page for your office, is a lot like going to 
the city pool for the first time.  When you go to the pool, are 
you someone who can’t swim and never even gets wet? Are 
you one of the fearless ones, who sprints from the changing 
room to the pool and dives in without any fear of what it will 
feel like? Maybe you’re someone who tests the water to see if 
it’s warm enough, before making a slow entrance into the pool.  

The decision to enter the world of social media is very similar. 
There are very few fearless people left as they have already 
jumped in, and the remainder either won’t enter the pool at all, 
or will test the water before getting in. Our experience has been 
similar to when you first dive into the water… for the first five 
seconds the water seems freezing, but the longer you’re in it, 
the more comfortable it becomes. 

Social media. It is talked about everywhere. How important 
it is, how much businesses can benefit from it, how tablets, 
smartphones and other mobile devices are used as the primary 
way to connect to it. 

OK, we can all agree that it’s good for business, but what about 
for government entities? Does government have anything to 
“sell” like businesses do? What good would come from opening 
up a social media presence on the web? For most of us, our fear 
is that the water will be cold or we can’t swim, and we’ll get 
only negative feedback or responses. This is a valid concern. 
The question for each of us is: Do you step into the challenge 
(and possible opportunities) that social media presents, or 
would it be better to keep things “the same way we’ve always 
done them.” Having ventured into this arena for the past three 
years, I can say without reservation, that there have been more 
positives than negatives after starting my Facebook account at 
www.facebook.com/DubuqueCountyAssessor.

Initially my motivation was my children. Every parent wants 
to know what’s going on in their kid’s lives. It doesn’t mat-
ter if they are three or 30, we want to know. It didn’t take me 
too long to figure out the best way to keep updated on their 
lives was to get a Facebook account and “friend” them. That’s 
when I started to realize the possibilities that might exist with 
Facebook and how it might be used by our office. With no IT 
background, I was hesitant to charge into this endeavor, so 
I approached our state association of assessors and encour-
aged them to create a page. (There’s safety in numbers right?) 
The operational differences between 107 assessor’s offices 
concerned them and that idea was left on the table.  During a 

regional assessor conference, I was discussing this in a small 
group, when someone suggested, “Why don’t you just create 
a page for your own office?”  

But what if the water’s cold? What if I can’t swim? It’s a natu-
ral reaction, why would anyone jump into the pool (create a 
Facebook page) if you aren’t trying to sell something? There 
would have to be a good reason to do that. For me the reason 
was simple, to inform the public about an upcoming commercial 
and industrial reappraisal project. I have been involved in the 
assessment valuation process for over 30 years and the most 
common statement/complaint is: “How was I supposed to know 
about that?” Knowing the dialog that would lie ahead at the 
conclusion of the re-appraisal, I decided now was the time to 
take a leap of faith and dive into social media. 

From that point forward we nudged people towards Facebook 
for updates on the re-appraisal and on general office functions. 
Did you know that even non-Facebook subscribers can view 
Facebook pages if they have access to the internet?  Initially 
Facebook was used to inform the property owner about the data 
collectors in the field, and their location in the county. In an 
effort to humanize the people in the field, we emphasized their 
professional experience, hobbies and where they called “home.”  

As each stage of the reappraisal progressed (i.e. mailing the  
requests for income/expense information,  mailing of assess-
ment notices and informal protests appointments) we not only  
explained  what lied ahead,  we also took time to “sell” the 
reason  it was necessary. Too often we assume property owners 
know the appraisal functions of our office and the reasons why 
we ask for information. We took advantage of the Facebook 
page to share positive public relations information in the way 
we wanted it conveyed.  

I’d like to say that initial step into Facebook was a huge suc-
cess, but it wasn’t, because the “views” were much smaller 
than I had anticipated. But it wasn’t a failure either, and it did 
provide a great answer when asked “How was I supposed to 
know about that.”

While the primary reason for the page was being achieved, I 
still needed more content between the reappraisal posts. I’m 
sure many of you are like me, in the morning when you arrive 
at work you feel fresh and alert, but by the end of the day, 
you’re exhausted and the pile of paperwork doesn’t seem to 
diminish.  The need for the “filler” articles caused me to pause 
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more, to reflect more on what was going on within the office.  
This slowing down and reflection on what was accomplished or 
what our future targets were, provided the perfect fit to fill those 
voids. We didn’t just limit the posts to our office, we told about 
awards and successful programs or changes in other offices. 
We shared about our budget and the public hearings, we told 
about procedures to protest/appeal an assessment and we took 
time to congratulate others when appropriate. We even informed 
the public about county property that would be auctioned off. 

While the initial reason was to inform the public about the 
reappraisal, the secondary reason was to educate the public. 
From my perspective, there is a good deal of information to 
inform the public about, because as a whole, there are a lot of 
unknowns about property taxes and the assessment process. 
The timing cycle of the property tax system, a multitude of 
exemptions and the varied requirements to qualify are large 
blocks of subject matter. Dispelling long-standing myths is 
another popular subject. Dialog with the public uncovers other 
material that can be discussed.

By far and away, the largest generator of subject material is 
the Statehouse in Des Moines and the Department of Revenue. 
Both have introduced unprecedented amounts of change into the 
property tax/assessment process. SF 295, HF 616, and various 
other smaller bills have changed the landscape of property taxes 
for some classifications and parcels. One of the clear benefits 
of Facebook is the ability to describe one part of a large piece 
of legislation in great detail, leaving the other components to 
be covered in future posts. 

What about negative comments? Yup, there will probably 
be some. But negative comments are not all necessarily bad. 
Sometimes negative comments allow people to vent about a 
bad experience with our office (or the county or the state or 
the federal government). Secondarily, negative comments 
sometimes give us a different perspective that we might not 
have seen previously. One of the good things about Facebook 
is that it is not anonymous. Those that do comment, have to 
stand up and own those comments. That appears to minimize the 
number and intensity of the negative feedback we’ve received. 
(We’re government employees, and thicker skin is almost a job 
requirement isn’t it?)

Back to some positive information... Did you know that you 
can “Boost” a post on Facebook? We “tested the water” on this 
feature when the Business Property Tax Credit (BPTC) was cre-
ated and have used it a handful of times since then. The last time, 
we spent $50 to boost a post on the expanded Disabled Veteran 
Homestead Credit. The boost was targeted for residents in my 
county only. The initial $50 boost and subsequent “shares” by 
other people caused this post to reach over 11,700 Facebook 
users.  Fifty dollars doesn’t go too far in today’s world, but in 

every instance we boosted a post, we were able to track tangible 
results directly back to a Facebook post. I think it’s some of the 
best money we’ve spent.

The last question I have for you is: What have you done recently 
to proactively convey a positive image about your office to the 
public? I believe that far too often, we arrive at work, do our 
jobs well, and trust that the public knows what we’re doing for 
them, and appreciate that work. Sure, we all have a website 
where the data we collect can be seen, but most don’t realize 
the work it takes to collect and maintain that information.  In 
reality, the public probably sees our office and the county as a 
money hungry entity that just uses up tax dollars. The media 
tends to feed those thoughts as they only show up when there 
is controversy or conflict.

The time to be proactive in your public relations campaign is 
before there are any problems.  The time to share how your tax 
dollars are being spent is now. The time is now to showcase 
the functions of your office as they happen. The time is now 
to open your office to the public and show what vital functions 
you perform. Now is the time to create a positive perspective 
for your office.       

C’mon and jump in... It’s only cold for a little while..
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Thank you, Chili’s! 

We would like to thank Chili’s for their generous support of the 
ISAC Education Foundation that funds ISAC Scholarships. 
They have already donated the over $700 that they earned 
during the event, and they aren’t done. As part of the Chili’s 
Give Back Program you can use this voucher and have 15% 
of your pre-tax purchase benefit the ISAC Education Founda-
tion. This is a great way to thank Chili’s for their support and 
to benefit the children of county employees at the same time. 
Please visit the Clive Chili’s and present this voucher during 
your next trip to Des Moines. 

We thank Chili’s for their generous support! Please do the 
same.
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Lincoln letters

Continues on next page. 

By: Grant Veeder
Black Hawk County Auditor,
ISAC Historian

Lincoln the Lawyer #7: 
Interesting Stories Part 1

Many stories related to Lincoln’s law career still make the 
rounds.  Like much Lincoln lore, they should be regarded 
with healthy skepticism.  That isn’t to say that they’re mostly 
false:  Some are well attested, some are probably only mildly 
embellished, and many contain verifiable facts but betray the 
mind’s susceptibility to suggestion.  I’ll try to stick mostly to 
tales that have at least the ring of truth.

L i n c o l n  m a y  h a v e  f i r s t 
contemplated becoming a lawyer 
when he was 18 years old and 
facing fine or imprisonment on 
a criminal charge.  At that time 
he resided with his family in 
Indiana on a farm less than 20 
miles from the Ohio River.  The 
river bustled with commerce, 
and after working several 
months for farmer and ferryboat 
operator James Taylor, Lincoln 
decided to build his own boat 
to hire out for cargoes.  Lacking 
the financing to capitalize his 
venture, he soon found himself 
reduced to carrying passengers 
to midstream, where steamboats 
would wait for travelers who 
hailed them from shore.  One 
day someone beckoned to Abe 
from the Kentucky side, and 
he rowed over to find out why.  
Upon setting foot on the bank, 
he was rudely accosted by the 
Dill brothers, who operated a 
nearby ferryboat.  The story goes 
that they threatened Lincoln with 
physical violence for infringing 
on their rights until they started to 
wonder if two of them were enough to subdue this uncommonly 
strong young man.  They decided instead to set the law on him.  
Lincoln agreed to accompany them to the home of Justice of 
the Peace Samuel Pate (whose house still stands in Hancock 
County, Kentucky), where to his dismay he learned that there 
was indeed a law against hiring out to take passengers across 
the river if a public ferry was available, and the penalty on 
conviction was “five pounds current money” for each offense.  
If you couldn’t pay you went to prison.  I’m not sure what 

five pounds current money meant at the 
time, but a British pound was probably 
worth more than five 1827 dollars, and 
Lincoln in his earlier job had been getting six dollars a month 
plus board.  But when Squire Pate read from the statute that it 
was an offense to “set any person over any river or creek” for 
pay, he opined that “over” meant “across,” and since Lincoln 
only took passengers to riverboats in midstream, no violation 

had occurred.  Commonwealth 
of Kentucky v. Abraham Lincoln 
was dismissed.

The relieved teenager lingered 
to chat with Pate, who strongly 
advised him to familiarize himself 
with the law to avoid future 
embarrassment, and invited him 
to attend the “law days” at his 
house.  Lincoln did both.  In 
addition to several visits to Squire 
Pate’s court, he thoroughly read 
“The Revised Laws of Indiana,” 
which included the Declaration 
of Independence, the Constitution 
and other official papers.  It was 
probably the first time that he 
read the seminal documents of 
American democracy upon which 
he set so much store later in life.

Lincoln worked hard so that he 
couldn’t be legally ambushed 
like that again, and he probably 
wasn’t equally mortified by a 
case until many years later, when 
he was a prominent and respected 
lawyer.  At least in Illinois.  
Illinois was in 1855 home to 

two major grain reaper manufacturers, Cyrus H. McCormick 
of Chicago and John Henry Manny of Rockford.  When the 
former sued the latter in McCormick v. Manny & Co. for patent 
infringement, both sides retained nationally prominent lawyers.  
Since the trial was set for hearing in Chicago, the defense 
team leader, renowned patent attorney George Harding of 
Philadelphia, thought it prudent to include an attorney pleasing 
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Continued from previous page. 

in the sight of the Illinois judge.  In Lincoln he found a popular 
Illinois attorney who didn’t insist on exorbitant fees.  Harding 
sent him a $500 advance on a $2,500 fee and promised that 
Lincoln would give the closing argument.

Lincoln was greatly excited and set to work with his typical 
assiduousness.  Then came word that the trial had been moved 
to Cincinnati, which diminished Lincoln’s usefulness in the 
eyes of the defense team to absolute nil.  But Harding didn’t tell 
Lincoln that, and Lincoln’s letters asking for depositions and 
other information went unanswered.  Finding his documents 
elsewhere, Lincoln went to Cincinnati for the September 1855 
case, and ran into Harding coming out of his hotel with Edwin 
Stanton, a rising and humorless attorney who had essentially 
been retained to take Lincoln’s place.  Lincoln’s hayseed 
appearance had its usual effect, which he burnished with his 
suggestion that they should “go up in a gang” to the courthouse.  
Ignoring him, Stanton whispered to Harding, “Why did you 
bring that damned long armed ape here?”  

Things went downhill from there.  During the week the trial 
lasted, the other lawyers repeatedly snubbed and insulted 
Lincoln.  He wasn’t allowed to sit with them before the rail in 
court and watched the whole proceedings from the audience.  
He learned a great deal by observing the polished Eastern 
attorneys, and when the trial was over he told Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, a business partner of Manny’s, that he was going 
home “to study law.”  “I am enough for any man we have out 

in that country,” he told Emerson, “but these college-trained 
men are coming West…and when they appear I will be ready.”  
But his humiliation was deeply felt.  Back in Springfield he told 
his partner Billy Herndon that he had been “roughly handled 
by that man Stanton.”  When Harding had a $2,000 check sent 
to Lincoln for his scorned work in the successful case, Lincoln 
sent it back.  When he received it a second time, he relented, 
and as usual, split the fee 50-50 with Herndon.

And Edwin Stanton?  Yes, he’s the same Edwin Stanton that 
Lincoln tapped as secretary of war six years later when his initial 
appointment, Simon Cameron, proved too incompetent and 
corrupt.  While not Lincoln’s first choice to replace Cameron, 
Stanton came highly recommended by cabinet secretaries 
Seward and Chase, who admired his high-principled efficiency.  
To Stanton’s amazement, Lincoln ignored his offensive 
behavior and took the advice of the secretaries.  Lincoln’s 
ability to turn the blind eye to a gross personal affront in the 
cause of the greater good was never better displayed.  Stanton 
continued to be brusque and hardhearted, and Lincoln continued 
to be folksy and sympathetic, but during the Civil War the two 
finally worked together as a team. They forged a famously 
close kinship that continued for over three years, until Stanton 
stood weeping over the lifeless body of his commander-in-
chief and friend.

Maybe next time we can find some stories that reflect well on 
Lincoln’s law career.
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2015 calendar
October 2015
1-2  Community Services Statewide Meeting
  (Polk County River Place, Des Moines)
13  CM&MHDS Administrators Meeting
  (Polk County River Place, Des Moines)
15-16 ISAC Board of Directors Meeting
  (ISAC Office)

November 2015
5  CM&MHDS Advanced Case Management
  (Stoney Creek, Johnston)
18-20 ISAC Fall School of Instruction
  (Cedar Rapids Convention Complex)

December 2015
7-9  ISSDA Winter School
  (Embassy Suites Des Moines Downtown)
8-10 ICEA Annual Conference
  (Ames)
16  ISAC Board of Directors Meeting
  (ISAC Office)

January 2016
20-21 ISAC University
  (West Des Moines Marriott)

February 2016
11  Supervisors Statewide Meeting
  (Embassy Suites Des Moines Downtown)
20-24 NACo Legislative Conference
  (Washington, D.C.)

March 2016
9  County Day at the Capitol
  (Iowa State Capitol, Des Moines)

10-11 ISAC Spring School of Instruction
  (Des Moines Marriott Downtown)

April 2016
14  ISAC HIPAA Program Training
  (Courtyard by Marriott - Ankeny)

28  Smart Connection Conference
  (Airport Holiday Inn, Des Moines)

June 2016
15-14 ICIT Midyear Conference
  (West Des Moines Marriott)

July 2016
13-15 ISACA Summer School Conference
  (West Des Moines Sheraton)
22-25 NACo Annual Conference
  (Long Beach, CA)

November 2016
30-2 ISAC Fall School of Instruction
  (Veteran’s Memorial Community Choice Credit 
  Union Convention Center, Des Moines)

December 2016
6-8  ICEA Annual Conference
  (Scheman Building, Ames)

If you have any questions about the meetings listed 
above or would like to add an affiliate meeting to the 
ISAC calendar, please contact Kelsey Sebern at kse-
bern@iowacounties.org. 

2015 ISAC Preferred Vendors

Endorsed Elite Preferred Vendor
County Risk Management Services, Inc. 
    representing ICAP and IMWCA

Platinum Preferred Vendors
Election Systems & Software
Henry M. Adkins and Son
Matt Parrott/ElectionSource
MidAmerican Energy
Northland Securities, Inc.
“Solutions,” Inc.
The Schneider Corporation
Tyler Technologies
Wellmark Blue Cross Blue Shield of Iowa

Gold Preferred Vendor
ACES Empowering Technology
Cost Advisory Services, Inc. 
DEVNET, Inc.
Diamond Mowers
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
I&S Group

ImageTek-Inc.
ITC Midwest, LLC
Murphy Tower Service LLC
Purple Wave Auction, Inc.
Speer Financial, Inc.
Vanguard Appraisals, Inc.

Silver Preferred Vendors
Cott Systems, Inc. 
D.A. Davidson and Co.
Delta Dental
Nyhart
SilverStone Group
The Sidwell Company
Windstream

Endorsed Preferred Vendors
County Risk Management Services, Inc. 
    representing ICAP and IMWCA 
Iowa Public Agency Investment  Trust (IPAIT)
National Association of Counties (NACo)
Nationwide Retirement Solutions
U.S. Communities
Wellmark Blue Cross Blue Shield of Iowa
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Helping Iowa counties 
navigate the maze of 

Bond Underwriting
Competitive Bonds Sales
Bank Private Placement

Continuing Disclosure
Property Tax Impact Analysis

Tax Increment Financing 
Financial Management Plans

Capital Improvment Plans 
Referendum Assistance 

6600 Westown Parkway, Suite 255
West Des Moines, IA 50266

515-657-4675  
www.northlandsecurities.com

Member FINRA and SIPC 

RC 14-367
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Why worry about the future? Tyler Technologies delivers software upgrades and the latest 
technology as part of your maintenance agreement. No surprises. No new license fees. 
Scheduled, convenient, and easy to learn. With our evergreen commitment, Tyler is with you 
every step of the way. To find out more, visit tylertech.com or email us at info@tylertech.com.

Is your public sector software ready for the future?

future-proof

tyler makes




